Characterizing Clinically Meaningful Changes in Lower Urinary Tract Symptoms Using the American Urological Association Symptom Index.
To correlate patients' perception of changes in their lower urinary tract symptoms with changes in their American Urological Association Symptom Index (AUA-SI) scores with the goal of improving the ability of patients and clinicians to assess the clinical meaningfulness of changes in the AUA-SI score. Men were asked to complete an AUA-SI survey and answer a symmetrical response framework question to evaluate their global perception of change in lower urinary tract symptoms at each interval, namely, "Are your urinary symptoms much better, slightly better, the same, slightly worse, or much worse compared to your prior visit?" Median changes and interquartile ranges (IQRs) in the AUA-SI scores were compared with the global evaluation response for the entire cohort. Additionally, outcomes were stratified by baseline AUA-SI severity classification (mild, moderate, or severe). The median changes and IQRs in AUA-SI scores of patients rating themselves as much better, slightly better, the same, slightly worse, and much worse compared with their symptoms at the time of their last AUA-SI were -2 (IQR -6 to 0), -1 (IQR -5 to 1), 0 (IQR -2 to 2), 5 (IQR 0-9), and 11 (IQR 5-18), respectively. There was a significant difference in AUA-SI score change between each rating category (P <.001). These results demonstrate that the patients require only a small decrease in their AUA-SI scores to report they are slightly better or much better, whereas a larger increase in their AUA-SI scores is required for patients to report their symptoms are slightly worse or much worse.